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Abortion as "Deviance": Traditional Female Roles vs. The Feriinist Perspective

Introduction
a V

Bebavioral,soientists have postulated that there tends to be a lag i1

an individual's acceptance of changing social norms. Erikson (1965, p.232) for

instance, states that:

There is always ,a historical lag between any emancipation
and the inner adjustment of the emancipated. It.takeb a ,:

much longer time to emancipate what goes on deep down -.n-
side us-'-that is, whatever prejudices and inequalities have
managed to become part of our impulse life and our identity
formation--than the time it takes to redefine professed
values'and to change legalities.

and, Taylor (1973, p.269) points out that:.

Increased permissiveness in society appears to be one jump
ahead of the natural emotional evolution of full acceptance
Of the new permissiveness.

This paper will focus on the relationship between changing societal

norms and actual, emotional acceptanc6 of them for-oneself. That question will .

Y

be examined with regard to changing norms toward women's roles, specifically as
. ...

they relate to the area, of abortion and, concomitantly, the area of sexual be-

havio.

Background

First, however, it may be useful to review the'nature and bases of

norms relative to those topics.

In spite of enormous,changes'in societal norms with respeCt to elec-.

tive abottiOn, it still is regarded by many segmehts of the\society as a "deviant"

activity. It has become socially acceptable to talk about the subject, and legal

restrictions on, abortion have been repealed both by many states and by the supreme

Court ruling of January, 1973. NeVertheless, Blake (1973, p.447) concluded from

oki
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an analysis of public opinion surveys that "there is still considerable public

disapproval of giving women and their physicians the degree of latitde that the

court ordered." There has been a tremendous wave of reaction again4t the Supreme

Court ruling, just as earlier there was a strong reaction. in pew Yorft.state against

legalization of abortion there. Opponents of abortion continue to be active and

vocal. Many doctors and hospitals avoid performing abortions or schedIde them in

a limited and unobtrusive manner.

(Abortion and the behaviors leading to the need for it ( "inappropriate"

r,
sexual activity, lack of effecti e contraceptive usage, arr consequent "unwanted"'

pregnancy) have been viewed as deviant not only among lay eople and health pro-

fessionals (doctors and nurses, etc.) who are directl nvolved, however. Other

professionals also have seen these activities'as deviant.

of elective abortion, socio ,gists and others who were concerned with "unwanted"

to legalizatibn

pregnancy, focu'Sed on 6un ed motherhood" and "illegitimacy," and saw such phen-
.

omena as major social p Oblems. The alternative of illegal abor ion, when examined

at all, :also tended t be viewed from a social problems perspecti , and within a

crime and deviance entext (Ball, 1967; Bates, 1954; Schur, 1965).\ When legal

restrictions on a ortion were eased, some sociologists became conce ned with the

"problem" of "a . rtion recidivism"--a term with connotations of crim nali.ty and

relapse into

from

Social

and oth

gative behavidrs.

fessionals' view of abortion and its antecedents as devian e sprang

ritical acceptance of the traditional role of women as approp late.

kers, psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists,'health professionals,

rs have been concerned about abortion because it violates,tradAio a
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societal expectations of women.

,'The traditional view of women's appropriate social role in our society

is well VnOWn. She is expected to find he supreme fulfillment In marriage and

1

.

motherhood, These roles should constitute her primary commitment, and all other

interests.and involvements, e.g., amployme t outside the home, are considered

legitimate only so long as they further, o

role as wife, 'homemaker, and mother. k

of woman," as articulated by Montagu.(1972

self-saCrificingt dependent, emotional,

tive, competit4ve, independent, rational

the widespread acceptance of such stereot

McKee and Sheriffs, 1959; P.osenkrantz, et

object (to be desired by men) and asexual

Her sexual activity has been defined as "

monogamous marriage relationship, as a me

as wife and mother. Within this framewe k

at least do not interfere with, her'

eping with the concept of the "genius

she is expected to be gentle, passive,

adaptive, rather than forceful, asser-

and-decisive. Research has documented

pie expectations (Broverman, et al.,1970;

a1.,1968). She is viewed asboth sex

(having no sexual desires of her own).

ormal" and acceptable only within a /'

ns of fulfilling her role expectations

it follows that pre- and extra-marital,

sexual activity on the part of women (seen as a threat to marriage)' and abortion

(seen as a threat to motherhood) would L10 viewed as deviant behavior, i.e., "be-

havior viewed as involving a personally discreditable departure from a group's

normative expectations," about which something should be done (Schur, p.24-5).

From this perspective, ldgalization of abortion doe8 little or nothing to remove'

its stigma. The fact of an unwanted pregnancy, especially if illegitimate, pre-

Supposes deviant sexual° behavior, and the deviance is compounded by a woman's

refusal to accept the consequences and by her rejection of motherhood. Women

who deviate in such ways from their appropriate role have been seen as immature

and sick, as having unconscious conflicts over their feminine identity, and/61--.

5
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as impulsive, anxious, acting out, denying, with weak ego development and maso-
. <

chistic and aggressive tendencies (Bolter, 1962; Fleck, 1970; Galdston, 1958;

Ford, et al., 1972; Kane, 1973; Martin, 1973; Halbert and Butler, J973).

Let us look in more detail at this perspective as it applies to the ir

interpretation of the meaning' of sexual behavior for the women involved.. In

spite of trends (especially among the young) toward increasing Ocietal accep-
\

tance of sexual relations outside of marriage'(Bell and Chaskes 1004 Chris-

tiansen and Gregg, 1970; Gallup, 197; Reiss, 1967), many behavioral scientists

have indicated that women who engage in texual-relations outside of marriage are

filled with guilt because of "the residues of an older morality which are still

powerful and which have been internalizes:has a standard of behavior" (8ardwick,

1970,p.13). It has been postulated that this is particularly the case for

women who do not use contraception or use it ineEfectively,and, therefore, often

become accidentally pregnant. They are seen having failed to use contraception

effectively because of a denial process, an inability to admit that they. are going

to continue to be sexually active people (Cobliner, 1974; Cutright, 1971; Vett-

linger, 1973; Kane and'Lachenbruch, mimeo, n.d.; Lessard, 1973; Miller, 1973; Rains,

1971). As Pohlman (1969, p.353) describes thd situation, for instance, such an

indiviauA1 "may experience repeated cycles of uncontracepted sex relations, repen--

tance, resolutions to never 'sin' again, and backsliding." Since ipso facto, women

who get abortions generally do not plan their pregnancies, most of them would be a sub-

population of those who accidentally became pregn nt.

This view implies that women who have abortions accept tradition 1 norms

with regard to sexual behavior, in spite of their own sexual activity. It also

is implied that they have `a traditional view of women's roles more generally,and

essentially 'have as women typically have been expected to- -that is, acting impulsively,

passive1y, irrationally, illogically, and incompetently. As Emily Moore-Cavar (1974)

6
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points out, they, rather than their partners, the method, or the medAcal care

system, are assumed to have failed.- They are seen as an emotionally disturbed

exaggeration of the stereotypes for women generally, i.e.

of the male definition of adult maturity as indicated by

as Broverman,et al. (1970).

, immature in terms

sudh social scientists

Women who get abortions also are commonly seen as generally experienc-

ing conflict over their abortion decision, not fully accepting at an emotional

level their own action, but feeling guilt, shame, and ambivalence (Dauber, et

al.,1972; Harrison, 1973; Kane, et al., 1973; Pakter, 19;13; Pohlman, 1969; Sherman,

1973). Lessard (1973, p.276)r for instance, explains:

The discomfort with,havireg violated social mores, and a person's
consequent ambivalence about her sexual nature in general, if
very strong,.will probiably preclude g tting in touch with real

ients do wrestle with ques-
issue in such cases takes

r". . .but of violatipg one's

self--completely. But insofar as pa
tions about abortidn itself, . .,.t
shape not so much terms of "purd
maternity.

Not all lay people or professionals uncritically accept such a tradi-

tional view of. women's roles 'antl its implications for the meaning of sexual be-

havior and abortion, however. There car; be little question that traditional norms

for women's roles have been challenged both broadly and in depth in recent years,

with consequent changes in viewp
I

int for many people. The modern feminist move-

ment has been in the forefront of such a challenge, and epitomizes another view

of the meaning of abortion and sexuality. To briefly summarize that position,

feminists generally do not denigrte marriage and motherhood, but view neither

as woman's sine am non. If chosen, marriage and/or. motherhood may legitimately

he combined with career and other int'drests. Such personal characteristics as

Intelligence, competence, and self-determination are viewed as-human, not simply

male, qualities. Woman's se;tuality is neither flaunted nor denied; it is accepted
..,

and affirmed. A crucial concept of feminism is the right of women to control their
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own bodies. In this context, abortion is not viewedas an act of deviance, but

as a legitimate option. Feminists have been active in the caMpaign to repeal

legal restrictions on abortion, but. for different reasons tan some other pro=

ponents. As Cisler (1971, p.244) explains:

Some people were Involved with "reform"._. .for very good
reasons: they were concerned with important issues like the
public health problem presented by illegal abortions, the
doctor's right to p1ovide patients with good medical care,
the suffering of unwanted children and unhapplfamilies,
and theAurgeoning of our population at a rate 'too high for
_mar economic system to handle. .N

All these good reasons are, in the final analySis, based on
simple expediency. Such reasons are peripheral to the central
rationale..for making abortion available:, justice for women:

Ferdinists generally believe that women should have the right,L safely and in-

expensively, to terminate laa. pregnancy for au:reason, without having to suffer

humiliation and without incurring negative social sanctions for making that choice.'

They feel a woman should not have to obtain permission for such action from any-

one elsephysician, parent, husband, or any other male partner. They want to

help w&nen free themselves from traditional norms sufficiently so that they can

accept at an emotional level their right to control their own bodies and comfortably '

to reject, at any given time and for any peripd of time, a maternal, life-nurturing

role. To the extent that the feAinist perspective has been internalized by women

who have abortions, one Would anticipate minimal feelings of conflict or guilt.

Problem

Returning tothe '(:)cus of the paper, it seemed signif cant to examine

the relationship between c nging norms and emotional acceptan e of them among

women who have abortions because of the implications of the c mmon and traditional

view of such persons. To the extent that such a view is acc rate, one would expect

aborting women to demonstrate particularly clearly the lag .etween changes in soci-

etal norms and emotional changes for oneself. Asnoted,,t y are commonly perceived
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as accepting traditional rather than modern norms, but not being adequate in liv-

ingup to them. This view might be summarized in Ryan's (1971) terms as an atti-

tude of "blaming, the victim," or seeing a category of persons with special prob-

lems as less competent and ess knowing than the general population, and as hav--

ing "failed" by not conforinincy to predominant societal norms. (In, our society,

"general population" and "soci tal norms" tend to be defined in tergrOf males.)

The authors, in contra t, hypothesized that women who sought early

abortions would not demaystrate s ch a lag, but instead would text to have fem-

inist orientations, .including acceptance of the legitimacy of sexual activity

as equals with men, rather than as sex obj cts.

Some evidence for the extent to w

ized can be obtained from the nat e of wom

fore, further predicted that rejection of t

their self concepts, i.e.,that thdymyould no

dependent, primarily emotional beings s but ra

controlling their own lives and bodi

A significant aspect of such self con

ich feminist norms have been internal-

n's self concepts. The authors, there-

ditional roles would be reflected in

have a sense of themselves as passive,

\

her:would\have a feeling of actively

, being competent, rational; and decisive.

epts wo ld be the\women't view of themselves

-as sexual/beings,whether they were gu.lt ridd n or transgressing the sexual double

or rather saw themselves as aUtonomo s persons, for whom sexual activitystandar

was a legitimate option. The latter was hypot esized. Concomitant.with this was

'the prediction. that they would indicate little otional resistance to the idea Of

being a contraceptor. Another important element vould2be the women's emotional

reaction, to the-abortion experience--did they feel conflict or %lilt over abortion

as a derh.al of maternal' and nurturant qualities and/or as a transgression of tradi-

tional religious or ethical standards? Or did they perceive abortion as an emotion-

ally acceptable was' to control their own bodies and giving them options other than

motherhood? It was3hypothesized thab.'they-would make the decision to get an abor-
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tion on a rational, objective basis and that any conflict they felt about such

a decision would not, be intense, or immobilizing. In other words, it was not

only felt that aborting women would profess feminist Values but that their emo-

tional response would be inaccord with them.

This issue was considered important because the perspective within

which such Women are viewed has many psigctical ramifications tor reactions to

and treatment of -such a ToPulation. It also has implictions, if only suggcs-
.

tiven efor the extent to which feminism has deeply permeated the society--at least °

the female portion of it. In addition, much of the research concerning changes

in women's roles has focused on college women. The group studied here-is of a

lower educational and socio- economic status, by and large, so that evidence would

be providecIfer a population for which data are sparse.

Methods.
:0

This paper is based on a pilot study of 71 patientS at an abortion
1

clinic during the summer of 1974. The clinic was located in Detroit, Michigen0

and could be characterized ae a women-centered clinic. That is, the clinic

did not accept commercial referrals, was approved and.referred to .by such organ-

izations as- Planned Parenthood, National Organization for Women, Clergy

seling, and a Feminist Women's Health Center. Their fees were reasonable, and

there wereno hidden fees. The staff was well qualified, individaal counseling°

was provided, and birth control information and supplies were provided. In ac-
-

cordance with the Michigan Department of Public'Health guidelines at the4time of

the study, no abortions were performed on women who were more than 12 weeks preg-
.

nant. Such women were referred either to a Detroit hospital or to New 'York.

The respondents had a mean age of 22, and an age range from 14 to 36

years. Most were single, divorced, or separated. Only eight percent were married

1.0
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and living with their husband. The average education of reSpondents was high

school. graduate, and the average family income was between $8,000 and $10,000

a year. Seventy-nine percent of the respondents were white. Fifty-eight per-,
cent were Protestant, 339 Catholic,*and 9% other or no religion.

Data were obtained by means of a voluntary, anonymous questionnaire.

All women who had procedures at the clinic during a one weekperiod in July,.

1974 were asked to complete It. The response rate was 95%.
.

The questionnaire included three indices relevant to this' paper.
\r'

e One was a 25 item index of Feminism, covering such areas as work roles, family

roles, intdrpersonal relations, inOuding sexual ones, and female personality

httributes. A second was a 19 item index of Competency, dealing with the extent

to which an individual feels able to cope with her own problems, and the extent

to which she feels what happens in life is dependent on other people or on fate.

Some item wele taken from variouS versions of the Rotter (1966) Internal-xternal

Control's ale; others were new items. The Conflict index had 13 items which dealt
N.;

with how ertain or ambivalent ah,individual was about the pregnancy decision,

whatlaffeo the deciSion process had, and how independently the individual made
-,

the decision. A modified Likert type response categorization was used, with four

categories Agree completely; Agree somewhat, Disagree somewhat,' and Disagree completely.

ly respondents Who omitted 'two or less items were included in analysisR .4"

tour of th 71 respondents were included fdr the Feminism index, 57 for the Compe-

tency inde

indicesdi

and 56 for'the Conflict index.

n order to determine whether those who were included in analysis of
e

ffered from hose who were not, the two groups were compared with re-
'

spect to age, education, religion, race, and whether or `n t they saw' any
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vantages to abortion. In only one comparison Baas there a significant difference

(P(.05). That-Was with respect to race in re ponses to 'the Competency index.

Proportionately more whites than otherracial groups answered that index.
.

Findings

With regard .toexpressed FeminiSm, a significant proportion of patients

(94%) had scores above the midpoint, toward the positive end of a Feminism index.

111 ' 4 jects' self concept with regard to thpir own competency'and pAr..

sonal control, as measured by another index, was found to be significantly toward

the high competency end of the index. The perc tage above the midpoint was 77%

s.ol),

Before looking at subjectsi.attitudes toward tIleir own sexual behavior,

it is impor t to recall that 92% of the respondents were single, divorced, or

separated, s? that sexual relations for that portion of the group Would not have

occurred in a traditionally approved situation. eelings about sexuality were
a.

elicited in several ways.

One was the possible reasons or not using contraception at the time
.*,

the women thought they became pregnant. Mote than four-fifths of the women in-
,

dicated that they were not using'contraception.at that time However, when an-
/

swering an extensive list of possible reasons as to why this was the case, none

of the respondents selected as applicable "I was afraid of what the man would

think of me," or "I was afraid of what others would think of me." Only two per-

cent checked "I was af*aid it would cheapen sex," and /or "I was emb rassed to

try to get birth control." If th e women accepted traditional norms for ual

activity, one would have expected them to find sh explanations relevant.

pf the major reasons which-they did give fcal not using contraception when they

became'pregnant were not connected rwith social Sanctions in, any way and had a

perceived rational basis: they ha one off the pill becampe of side effects. (28%)

or they th ught they were in a safe period (27%). The other two primary' reasons

couXd be s bject to various interpretations; i.e.,intercourse was unexpected
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Or they nafor,thought they would get pregnant (1S%).

Another indicator of feelings about their sexuality was the women'sq.ans

to%
for using contraception in the future. One would expeCt individuals experiencing i

denial and-gOiltover sexual,activity to reveal such fOelings by vowing in the fu-

1
ture to abstain,from sexual relations. If they took that path, they of course would

perceive no need for contraception folloidng the .abortion. This was not found to ,A

be the case. A highly' significant proportion. of respondents (97%) said that they

indeed did plan to use birth control after the abortion, and-most (71%) intended
4

A
to use the pill; i.e.,the most effective contraception, available, aside from sterilr

ization.

A third indicator of sexuaLattitudes was,scores-on a sub-category of '

the Feminism index which related directly to norms for sexual behavior. Sig-

nificantly more Women (85%) expressed feminist views about the legitima6y of sex-

ual activity for women,-"On an equal; independent basis, than accepted a double

standard of sexuality.

In summary; the 2 titudes-of the women toward their own sexual activity

At do not seem to tupport the contention of guilt over and denial of their own 'sex-

ual activity.

Turning the emotional components of-the abortion decision, it is

important to consider first, to what extent the decision was made by the women.

themselves. Seventy. percent (p ( .01)' paid the decision was primarily their own,

23% that it was a jointdecision, and only seven percent that someone else had
i

taken the major part in making the decision for them. In interpreting this

finding', it is important-to remember how young many in the gtoup were.

One-indicator of the nature of decision making.was women's perceptions

of the advantages and disadvantages o?.4"thortion as a choice for themselves. The

13.
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primary advantages Were given in terms of keeping options open fottheM..

seSszaa--continuing in school, keeping a job, avoiding currently unwanted,reSponsi-

bilities of child rearing,and tfie like.s Only a small minority (10%) chose all7

-tion dblely in terms of avoiding sanctionsafrom patenis, relatives, friends, or the

an involved. The abortion decision included a weighing of possible negative conse..

quenceN gains(t.anticipated positive consequences. For many there were no perceived

disadvan.ages to enter into their considerations. Forty-two percent of those who

andwered the item on advantages and disadvantages (Non) indicated either diiectly

or indirectly' that they sav no disadvdntages to having'an abortion. Twenty-nine

a possible disadvantage in terms of the well be-percent of those who answer ? d saw

inch of their own bodies, i.e.,the

health. With regard to conflict,

effect the abortion might have on their physical

guilt, sadness, or a' feeling of transgressing

personal or religious standards; 30% of those who answered the item rioted such

feelings as a possible disadvantage. It should be pointed out however that of the

women who anticipated such feelings, most (78%)counterbalanded the possibility of

such feelings with their expectations of positive advantages to their selves from

their action. Also, most Women who expected such negative feelings mentioned them
.(3

only after noting other possible disadvantages. While a very few directly mentioned

.

guilt as a very important disadvantage and one specifically thought of murder, this

clearly, was not characteristic of the gilimp as a4,hole.1 /

,Another indicator of possible conflict faced by'women making the abortion

decision was'obtained from a Conflict index. While .a larger'preportion of scores

(59%) were toward thejow conflict end, of the index--below the midpoint- -than were

above, in this case the proportions were not significantly different. Significant

differences were found, however, when the two indicators: of conflict were considered_
, .

*n conjunction with each other. That is, women who saw disadvantages to abortion in-

dicated significantly more conflict than did women who.did not see any disadvantages
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to abortion (p=.001). These two groups did not differ significantly from each other,

on the other hand, with respect-to responses on the Feminism and Competency indices.

This would seem to imply that, while one would not tend to feel conflict unless one

saw disadvantages as well as advantages, one can feel feminist and competent and

still be aware that a course of 'action chosen may have negative as well as positive

consequences.

In interpreting the'meaning of the Conflict responses, it is important

4

to examine more directly how it related to Feminism and Competency. When Pearson

correlations were done between indices, a fairly strong p sitive relationship was

found between Feminism and Competency (.394, pim.002), and a `fairly strong negative

relationship was found' between Competency and Conflict (.327, p=., °1). No relation-

ship was found between Feminism and Conflict, however, either in zero-order correia-

tion (-.037) or in a first -order partial, controlling for Competency (.106). It

seems probable that feelings with respect to Competency .preceded the situationally

based feeling concerning Conflict over the abortion decision; if so, ong can infer
A

that a sense of competency tends to reduce feelings of conflict in decision making,

and allows one to balance positive and negative consequences ima relatively rational,

matter of fact manner. Feminist beliefs, in,and of themselves, evidently are not

sufficient to bring about such a decision making process, however. They need to be

ibuttressed'by the sense of competence which is partially associated with them in

ordpr for that result to occur. One cannot tell from these data whether feminist

"beliefs lead to felt competence or vice versa, only that they are related.

In summary, while guilt or conflict certainly was a part bf the picture

. for a sizable number Of these women, it was minimal' for a majority of them, and

.4
was counterbalanced for"most by positive advantages especially for those who felt_

themselves to be-competent. The women overwhelmingly took an active part in making

theabortion decisidn. The primary motivation for an abortion seemed to be self
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actualization, and the decision mas made primarily in terms of desires for inde-

pendence, and extra-maternal,asiarations ratherthanon the basis of passivity,.

dependence, control by others.

Summaryand Conclusions

In summary, the women studied showed little lag in emotional acceptance

of changing,norms about women's roles. They not only indicated an overt feminist4

orientation, -but predominaqly saw themselves as being competent, self-directed, and

legitimately sexual persons, with extra-maternal and self- actualizing goals. Such

self concepts ale, ot'course, in contradiction+; a traditional perspective of what

are appropriate qualities for women. They appeared tq :make the decision to have
0»

ap abortion primarily on a rational, objective basis, out of concern for their own

range of options, and a majority of them did not experience any very great conflict

over that deciSion. The findings by aid large substantiated the authors' hypotheses.

How may one understand these findings? The perspective which has been

commonly used in looking at accidentally pregnant and aborting women does not seem

to apply. An alternative way of looking at such women may be more helpful.

One might expect that non-activism ter women who accidentally becobe

pregnant, i.e.,doipg nothing,.would result either inkallowing others to make one's

decision or in bearing the child These courses of non-action cdad be expected
kA t -T
to spring from conformity to tra i ionally feminine qu hies. dependence and

' -

passivity, from a feeling of inability to cope with external barriers, or from

emotional.immobilization due to internal con lict4

Ttpe *omen studied, howevpr,bbviou ly had taken'an'actiVe role in de-
7

ciding on a course of action which would prp ide a solution to,,their problem

situation. To be able to actively choose a Course of action, and to feel able to

surmount whatever external or internal barriers which exist, should be positively
r.

related to a feminist orientation, including acceptance of one's own sexual activity,

1
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and manifest concern for 'one's o rights. It should also be related to A sens
... . ,

of competency /efficacy in coping w th problems., In addition, women who hOe oth r
, .

goals in life than ylaying a matern 1 role, and whp feel competent and abl4"to

strive for such goals, lOgiCally wo ld
,
be likely to seek an abortion if an 4cci-

dental pregnancy appeared to threate such goals. Several'studies, indeed, aye ,

shown that women with a coApetency or ented perception of themselves and a non-
.

-
traditional female role Orientation we 'e'likely to desire fewer childken than thabe

s' t

with. traditional role orientations and -elf concepts (Clarkson, et al., 1970; Lot,
1

1973; Scanzoni & McMurry, 1972; and Sto ka'& Barnett, 1969).

Ai
If one used a "bla ming the vic im" perspective for interpretingthe

4
findings, one could, as has been done by :ome expert's, such as 'Ford, Castelnuovo-

. .

Tedesco,and Long (1972) or Sherman (1973) see their desires for pelf-actualization
'

as "nardissistic," their lacR of acceptance of theicentralitY of a maternal role

as "immatur4ty" and "undersocialization.or conflict over their feminine identity,"

their concern for physical 'health as "fear of bodily mutilation," And so on.

As Ryan (1971, p.13) puts.A, "Deviaiionfrom norms and standards

ones), comes to be defined as failed or inc plete socialization--failure to learn
4

,the rules or the inability to Team how to keep them,"

The 'authors.dO not feel, however, that such'an interpretation of the

findings is other than s sexist means of social control through negative label-1-

ing, and 'that itis more realistic to interpret the findings as suggesting a

positive emotiOnal identification with the expanded optiOns.opening up, as societal.

norms toward women's roles continue to change.

17



Footnotes

1. Nineteen percent directly stated that there were no disadvantages, while

24% discussed advantages but did not list any disadvantages and consequently

were assumed to see none.
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